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*e primary objective of this study is to predict the short-term metro passenger flow using the proposed hybrid spatiotemporal
deep learning neural network (HSTDL-net). *e metro passenger flow data is collected from line 2 of Nanjing metro system to
illustrate the study procedure. A hybrid spatiotemporal deep learning model is developed to predict both inbound and outbound
passenger flows for every 10 minutes.*e results suggest that the proposed HSTDL-net achieves better prediction performance on
suburban stations than on urban stations, as well as generating the best prediction accuracy on transfer stations in terms of the
lowest MAPE value. Moreover, a comparative analysis is conducted to compare the performance of proposed HSTDL-net with
other typical methods, such as ARIMA, MLP, CNN, LSTM, and GBRT.*e results indicate that, for both inbound and outbound
passenger flow predictions, the HSTDL-net outperforms all the compared models on three types of stations. *e results suggest
that the proposed hybrid spatiotemporal deep learning neural network can more effectively and fully discover both spatial and
temporal hidden correlations between stations for short-term metro passenger flow prediction. *e results of this study could
provide insightful suggestions for metro system authorities to adjust the operation plans and enhance the service quality of the
entire metro system.

1. Introduction

*emetro system constitutes an important supplementation
to urban transportation systems, providing travellers with
sustainable, reliable, and efficient mobility, reducing the
number of trips made by private vehicles, and leading to
reduced traffic congestion and vehicle emissions in urban
areas. However, due to the effects of fluctuating spatial and
temporal travel demand, the metro system has suffered from
a series of problems in recent years, such as overcrowded
platforms and poor service levels [1]. Accordingly, an ac-
curate passenger flow prediction has become an important
component of metro transportation system. *e prediction
results can be applied to support metro system management

such as operation planning and station passenger crowd
regulation [2–5].

Over the past few decades, considerable efforts have been
devoted to predicting the short-term metro passenger flow
[2–4, 6–9]. Wang et al. proposed a support vector machine
combined online model for short-term metro ridership
forecasting. *e results indicated that the proposed model
could better capture the periodicity and nonlinearity
characteristics of metro ridership with the collected data
from Nanjing metro system [6]. Zhang and Liang used an
improved Kalman filter model to forecast short-term pas-
senger flow in Beijing metro system [9]. Hao et al. proposed
a sequence to sequence model embedded with the attention
mechanism to make the multistep and network-wide
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predictions for short-term passenger flow. *e developed
model has shown great abilities to capture the long-range
dependencies and achieved more scalable and robust pre-
diction performance than other baselines [4].

Most previous studies have considered the short-term
metro passenger flow prediction only as a typical time-series
problem and failed to incorporate the hidden spatial cor-
relations between stations to enhance the prediction accu-
racy [2, 7, 8]. For example, station #A and station #B may
exhibit similar passenger flow patterns because they are both
close to college campus (see Figure 1). In addition, station #C
and station #D are less than 1 km apart and locate in the
same business district and may both have high passenger
flow during the same peak period. Considering the spa-
tiotemporal nature, it is essential to integrate both spatial
and temporal characteristics into the short-term metro
prediction models, which has great potential for improving
the prediction performance in practical applications [10].

During the past few years, some researchers have pro-
posed various hybrid models for considering both spatial
and temporal dependencies in metro passenger flow pre-
diction [2, 7, 8, 11]. For example, Zhu et al. developed an
ARIMA-Wavelet model for forecasting the daily passenger
flow of Beijing urban rail transit [7]. Li et al. combined linear
ARIMA model and nonlinear symbolic regression to model
the complex relationship beneath the passenger flow dataset.
*e results suggest that the developed hybrid model out-
performs the single model with the real dataset from Xi’an
metro line 1 [8]. Wei and Chen proposed a hybrid EMD-
BPN approach for short-term passenger flow prediction of
Taipei metro system with three stages [2].

More recently, deep learning models have been widely
used in various transportation researches because they have
great power to extract the hidden nonlinear relationships
with distributed and hierarchical feature representations
[3, 12–15]. Liu et al. proposed an end-to-end deep learning
framework based on long short-term memory neural net-
work (LSTM) for short-term metro passenger flow pre-
diction [3]. *e results suggest that multiple LSTM layers
could better capture the temporal dependencies in the
passenger flow data and exhibit great prediction perfor-
mances. However, the LSTM neural network can only
capture the temporal dependencies but fail to extract the
spatial correlations among different stations. To address this
limitation, this study proposes a hybrid spatiotemporal deep
learning model based on convolutional LSTM neural net-
work for short-term metro passenger flow prediction. In
recent years, the convolutional LSTM neural network has
been used to solve various spatiotemporal transportation
prediction problems, such as taxi demand forecasting [14],
crash risk prediction [15], and bus travel time prediction
[16]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is one
of the first attempts to employ convolutional LSTM neural
network for short-term metro passenger flow prediction.
*e main contributions of this paper could be summarized
as follows.

(a) *e proposed hybrid spatiotemporal deep learning
neural network (HSTDL-net) has great abilities to

learn both spatial and temporal dependencies among
the passenger flows of metro stations

(b) *e proposed hybrid spatiotemporal deep learning
architecture could integrate both convolutional fil-
ters and recurrent component in one end-to-end
structure, which could learn the spatiotemporal
patterns of passenger flows more efficiently

(c) Validated by the real dataset provided by Nanjing
metro system, the proposed hybrid spatiotemporal
deep learning model outperforms the selected
benchmark methods, including conventional time-
series models and several state-of-the-art machine
learning approaches

*e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the methodology of the convolutional LSTM
neural network and the structure of proposed HSTDL-net.
Section 3 describes the data source. Section 4 presents the
results of data analysis and compares the predictive per-
formance between the proposed approach and the bench-
mark models. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future
research directions are indicated in Section 5.

2. Methodology

In this section, we construct a hybrid spatiotemporal deep
learning neural network for predicting short-term metro
passenger flow. *e proposed HSTDL-net integrates both
LSTM neural network and convolutional LSTM neural
network into an end-to-end deep learning architecture. *e
used methods are briefly discussed in this section.

2.1.6e Structure of HSTDL-Net. In this study, two different
types of variables are incorporated in the short-term metro
passenger flow prediction. *e first type of variables is both
spatially and temporally varied during the study period, such
as the inbound passenger flow and outbound passenger flow
variables. *ere exist both spatial dependencies and tem-
poral dependencies in this type of variables. *e second type
of variables is only temporally varied but spatially static
during the study period, such as the weather variables and air
quality variables. *ere exist strong periodicity and only
temporal dependencies in this type of variables.

In this study, to capture the spatial and temporal dy-
namics of the two types of variables, we propose a hybrid
spatiotemporal deep learning neural network (HSTDL-net)
for predicting short-term metro passenger flow. Figure 2
illustrates the structure of the proposed HSTDL-net. More
specifically, stacked convolutional LSTM layers are devel-
oped to capture the spatiotemporal features in the first type
of variables. *e stacked LSTM layers are developed to
extract the temporal features in the second type of variables.
*e extracted high-level features from the two components
are further merged together and input into multiple fully
connected layers to generate the final predicted passenger
flow value. *e used methods in each component are briefly
explained as follows.
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2.2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network.
Long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network is a specific
type of recurrent neural network (RNN), which has exhibited
great performance in forecasting time-series datasets
[13, 17, 18]. For example,Ma et al. have attempted to use LSTM
neural network for capturing the temporal patterns in short-
term traffic speed data with the collected remote microwave
sensor data [13]. Wollmer et al. have applied LSTM neural
network to online driver distraction detection with the driving
and head tracking data [18]. *e LSTM neural network could
address the issues of gradient exploding and gradient van-
ishing, which are very prevalent in traditional RNN with large
prediction time step [17]. *e most important components in
LSTM neural network are the three kinds of gates in the
memory cell of hidden layer (see Figure 3). Specifically, the
forget gate is designed to eliminate information that is not
related to the prediction task. *e input gate controls the
information that can be considered in the prediction task. For
time step t, the input gate it, forget gate ft, and output gate ot are
calculated iteratively in the following ways ((1)–(5)):

it � σ Wxixt + Whiht−1 + Wci ⊙ ct−1 + bi( , (1)

ft � σ Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + Wcf ⊙ ct−1 + bf , (2)

ct � ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ tanh Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc( , (3)

ot � σ Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + Wco ⊙ ct + bo( , (4)

ht � ot ⊙ tanh(ct), (5)

where xt indicates the second type of variables mentioned in
Section 2.1, which are only temporally varied but spatially

static. Specifically, in this study xt represents the input
historical weather variables in each time step such as tem-
perature, precipitation, wind speed, and pressure; ct indi-
cates the activation vectors for each cell; ht indicates the
related predicted value. Wxi indicates the weight matrix
between input weather variable and the output of input gate.
bi indicates the bias value of input gate. Similarly, Whi, Wci,
Wxf, Whf, Wcf, Wxc, Whc, Wxo, Who, and Wco indicate the
weight matrixes connecting the vector of the first subscript
to the vector of the second subscript. bc, bf, and bo indicate
the relevant bias values. ʘ represents the element-wise
product between weights’ matrix and bias matrix. σ and tan
h represent the active functions in LSTM neural network
with the following forms:

σ(x) �
1

1 + e−x
,

tanh(x) �
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
.

(6)

In many previous studies, multiple LSTM neural net-
works were structured in a stack form such that more
complex temporal dependencies among variables could be
learned and the prediction accuracy could be further im-
proved [14, 15].

2.3. Convolutional LSTM Neural Network. In this study, the
metro passenger flow not only exhibits significant temporal
patterns for each station, but also shows great spatial patterns
across different stations. For example, two stations with similar
surrounding land use may exhibit similar passenger flow
patterns. Due to this spatiotemporal nature, the standard
LSTM neural network is not an ideal model for short-term
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Figure 1: Illustrations of hidden spatial correlations between metro stations.
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metro passenger flow prediction because it cannot learn the
spatial dependencies among variables [14, 16]. To overcome
this limitation, Shi et al. innovatively combined the convolu-
tional layers and LSTM layers into an end-to-end deep learning
structure, the convolutional LSTM, which could model both
spatial and temporal characteristics simultaneously [19]. *e
most important feature of convolutional LSTMneural network
is the convolution operation between neighboring LSTM cells.
Specifically, all the inputs, hidden states, and outputs of various
gates are transformed to 3D tensors in convolutional LSTM
neural network (see Figure 4(a)).*en, the convolutional filters
are applied to the input-to-state and state-to-state transitions
for a certain passenger flow grid cell (see Figure 4(b)).

For each time step t, the input gate It, forget gate Ft, and
output gate Ot work in a similar way as the standard LSTM
neural network ((7)–(11)):

It � σ Wxi ∗Xt + Whi ∗Ht−1 + Wci ⊙Ct−1 + bi( , (7)

Ft � σ Wxf ∗Xt + Whf ∗Ht−1 + Wcf ⊙Ct−1 + bf , (8)

Ct � Ft ⊙Ct−1 + It ⊙ tanh Wxc ∗Xt + Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc( ,

(9)

Ot � σ Wxo ∗Xt + Who ∗Ht−1 + Wco ⊙Ct + bo( , (10)

First type of variables
(e.g. inbound and outbound passenger flow)

Convolutional
LSTM layer

Convolutional
LSTM layer

Convolutional
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LSTM
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ReshapeReshape
X1 X2 Xt
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Second type of variables
(e.g. historical weather related information)
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Fully-connected layer

Feature merge layer
Predicted metro passenger flow

Figure 2: *e structure of the proposed HSTDL-net.
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Ht � Ot ⊙ tan h Ct( , (11)

where the operator ∗ refers to the convolution operator,
which is the greatest difference between convolutional
LSTM and standard LSTM neural network. Xt refers to the
tensor of input metro passenger flow for time step t. Xt is a
3D tensor and can be regarded as a temporal stack of the
passenger flow map for all the stations. It,Ht, Ct, and Ft refer
to the input gate tensor, hidden tensor, cell output tensor,
and forget gate tensor, respectively. Here,Wxi,Whi,Wxf,Whf,
Wxc,Whc,Wxo, andWho serve as convolutional filters, which
are replicated across the tensors with shared weights, and
thus explore the spatial local correlations. Zero padding
technique is applied to ensure a consistent spatial dimension
during the convolutional operation.

*e recurrent structure and the convolution component
in convolutional LSTM neural network make both spatial
and temporal patterns of short-term metro passenger flow
which could be better learned. Similar to standard LSTM
neural network, multiple convolutional LSTM neural net-
works could also be structured in a stack form for building a
more robust and accurate predictor. In this study, the input
metro passenger flow of all the stations for each time step is
first reshaped to a tensor structure X� (X1, X2, . . ., Xt) (see
Figure 4). *en, through a two-layer convolutional LSTM

neural network, the input metro passenger flow tensors are
mapped to a sequence of hidden tensors H� (H1, H2, . . .,
Ht).

2.4. Feature Merge Layer and Fully Connected Layer. *e
temporal features captured from LSTM neural network and
the spatiotemporal features captured from convolutional
LSTM neural network are then concatenated into a dense
vector in the feature merge layer. Finally, the dense vector is
input into several fully connected layers to obtain the final
predicted value of metro passenger flow.

yt � WLSTMX
LSTM
t + WConvLSTMX

ConvLSTM
t + bt, (12)

where XLSTM
t and XConvLSTM

t indicate the extracted features
by LSTM and convolutional LSTM layers at t time step,
respectively. WLSTM, WConvLSTM, and bt indicate the related
weights and bias.

2.5. Objective Function. *e objective of the short-term
metro passenger flow prediction model is to minimize the
error between the real and predicted passenger flows for
each metro station at every time step. During the whole
training process, the objective function is given as follows:

A A
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xt–1 xt xt+1

Ct–1 Ct
tan h

tan hσ σσ
×

×

×

+

ft it ot
ht–1

ht ht+1

Figure 3: Illustrations of long short-term memory neural network.
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Figure 4: Illustrations of convolutional LSTM neural network. (a) *e transformation from 2D matrix to 3D sensor. (b) *e structure of
convolutional LSTM neural network.
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where y(i, j) and ŷ(i, j) stand for the real and predicted
passenger flow for metro station i at time step j, respectively.
n refers to the number of metro stations and m refers to the
number of total predicted time steps, and np � n×m.

2.6. Evaluation Metrics. *ree statistics are used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed metro passenger flow
prediction model, including root mean squared error
(RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE), as formalized in (13)–(15).
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3. Data Source

In this study, the metro passenger flow dataset is collected
from Nanjing metro line 2, which is maintained by the
Nanjing Metro Corporation (NMC). Nanjing city is the
economic and cultural center of Eastern China with more
than 8 million people [20]. *e Nanjing metro network
began in 2005 and has expanded rapidly over the past decade
due to the growth of urban travel demand. *e metro line 2
was completed and operated in 2010, connecting the city’s
east and west areas [21]. As is shown in Figure 5, Nanjing
metro line 2 has 26 stations with a total length of 38 km,
including 2 terminal stations, 2 transfer stations, and 22
regular stations.

*e Nanjing metro line 2 is available from 6:00 am to 11:
00 pm. In the Nanjing metro system, passengers need to tap
in and tap out smart cards when they enter and exit the
station. *us, each trip record provides the following in-
formation: smart card id, card type, total amount, the
timestamp of enter or exit, and the station name. In this
study, the short-term metro passenger flow is defined as the
number of passengers that enter into a station for every 10
minutes.*e study period covers a total of 66 weekdays from
July 1st to September 30th, 2014. For the purpose of model
training, the first 50 days are split as the training dataset and
the remaining 16 days are used for test. *e weather vari-
ables are collected from the Nanjing Meteorological Bureau
which provides hourly aggregated weather information
through local meteorological stations. *e obtained weather
variables include the hourly aggregated temperature, pre-
cipitation, wind speed, and pressure. *e considered vari-
ables in the present study are described in Table 1.

Figure 6 further illustrates the temporal distribution of
daily passenger flows for three typical station types. It can be
found that the passenger flow patterns of different types of

metro stations vary greatly. For the regular stations, their
passenger flows show an obvious morning peak and evening
peak period. For the terminal stations, their passenger flows
only show a morning peak. By contrast, the passenger flows
of transfer stations remain relatively high in the daytime and
may still have a rapid growth around late-night time period.
In general, the passenger flow patterns have great diversity
among various types of metro stations, leading great chal-
lenges to the short-term metro passenger flow prediction.

4. Results of Data Analysis

4.1. Model Construction. A series of parameters should be
determined in the process of model construction. In this
study, uniform random search is applied to select the op-
timized value. More specifically, the input passenger flow of
26 metro stations was distributed in the form of a grid map
with a length of 2 and a width of 13. For the convolution
filter, the filter size was set as (2× 2), which is the common
setting in many previous studies [9, 22, 23]. *e filter length
was optimized from 10 to 40 (see Table 2). For the recurrent
component, the number of time steps and the number of
hidden units in the LSTM cell were chosen by the results of
uniform random search. For the component of optimizer,
four widely used optimizers were compared, including
Adam, Nadam, RMSprop, and SGD [24]. *e RMSprop was
selected as the best one, and the learning rate was set from
0.001 to 0.01. For the training related parameters, the batch
size was set from 20 to 80, and the number of training epochs
was set from 50 to 200. In addition, to address the overfitting
issue, the dropout layer was applied in this study [25]. *e
uniform random search interval and optimal parameter
values are listed in Table 2.

*e loss function of the training model is the root mean
square error (RMSE). All the input variables were stan-
dardized by min-max normalization before conducting the
model construction. *e proposed convolutional LSTM
model was implemented on the basis of Keras framework
with TensorFlow as backend [26]. All the experiments were
conducted with Python 3.5.2 in a Windows 10 system. To
accelerate the efficiency of model training, a GTX 1060
Graphics Processing Card is used. *e results of the optimal
parameters are shown in Table 2.

4.2. Results of the ProposedHSTDL-Net. In order to compare
the model performances for different types of metro stations,
four test datasets were predicted by the trained HSTDL-net.
As is shown in Tables 3 and 4, the prediction results indicate
that models of transfer stations usually generate the highest
RMSE and MAE values for both inbound and outbound
passenger flows. *is is expected because transfer stations
have large passenger volume and may result in larger pre-
dicted residuals. Moreover, the models of terminal stations
show the worst performances in terms of the highest MAPE
values for both inbound and outbound passenger flows. *e
passenger flow patterns of terminal stations are more un-
stable and complex, which brings great challenges to the
prediction task.
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Figure 7 further depicts the spatial distribution of pre-
dicted residuals for all the stations of Nanjing metro line 2.
*e residual errors of suburban stations are generally lower
than those of urban stations. *e suburban stations exhibit
better prediction performance because they are mainly

located around residual places with commuting as the
primary trip purpose and accordingly exhibit a more stable
passenger flow pattern. In addition, it can be found that
stations near large shopping centers, such as Xinjiekou and
Shanghailu station, show a relatively poor performance in
terms of higher residuals. *e reasons are mainly twofold.
First, stations located in the central business areas may be
also transfer stations involving multiple metro lines,
resulting in greater fluctuations of passenger flow. Second,
travels for shopping and entertainment are more flexible and
irregular than commuting, making passenger flow predic-
tion of these stations become more difficult.

4.3. Results ofModel Comparison. *e proposed HSTDL-net
is further compared with other prevalent prediction models
using the same dataset. Specifically, CNN, LSTM, ARIMA,
multilayer perceptron (MLP), and the gradient boosting
regression tree (GBRT) are selected as the benchmark
models in this study. *e selected models include statistical
method, machine learning method, ensemble tree based
method, and deep learning method, which ensure a fair and
comprehensive comparison. Moreover, these selected
methods have also been widely applied in many previous
studies of short-term passenger flow prediction
[3, 7, 8, 11, 27].

Metro line 2

Road links

Metro station

Transfer station

Terminal station

0 3

km

6

Figure 5: *e study Nanjing metro line 2.

Table 1: Description statistics of considered variables.

Variables Description Min Max Mean S.D.
Metro flow inbound Number of passengers entering into station every 10 minutes 0 1020 83.16 188.62
Metro flow outbound Number of passengers exiting from station every 10 minutes 0 1223 85.37 194.57
Temperature *e hourly average temperature during the time interval (°C) 15.3 37.3 24.321 2.935
Precipitation *e hourly average precipitation during the time interval (mm) 0 49.2 0.075 1.126
Wind speed *e hourly average wind speed during the time interval (m/s) 0 14.3 3.207 1.961
Pressure *e hourly average pressure during the time interval (hPa) 1000 1010.2 1005.21 2.102
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Figure 6: *e temporal distribution of passenger flow for three
typical station types.
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ARIMA is the most conventional regression method for
modeling time-series dataset. ARIMAmethod integrates the
moving average model, the autoregressive component, and
themoving average part [28]. MLP is a typical architecture of
feedforward neural network, which consists of multiple fully
connected layers. *e hidden layers in MLP could capture
the complex nonlinear relationships in the time-series
dataset [23]. CNN is an emerging hot method, which has
achieved great successes in the fields of image recognition
and signal processing [22, 23]. More recently, many re-
searchers have also applied it for solving various trans-
portation problems [14, 15, 29]. *e most important feature
of CNN is that the neurons are connected to the preceding
layer through a moving patch with the same weight values.
*us, CNN based methods are good at extracting the spatial
dependencies among predicted variables. LSTM is a par-
ticular type of recurrent neural network, which could ac-
count for the gradient exploding and gradient vanishing
problems [17, 30]. LSTM has been adopted to forecast the
short-term passenger flow in previous studies [3, 18]. *e
mechanism has been discussed in previous section. GBRT is
built on the basis of the core idea of ensemble tree, which
aims to improve the model performance and model ro-
bustness by integrating the prediction results from multiple
week regression trees [27]. After achieving great successes in
other fields, GBRT has become more and more prevalent in
many transportation studies [27, 31].

To ensure a fair comparison, all the comparedmodels are
fine-tuned under the same training dataset and number of
training epochs. However, the structure of the input data for
HSTDL-net cannot be directly applied to other compared
models. Some data processing work should be conducted to
satisfy the requirements of model input. Specifically, for the
ARIMA, MLP, and GBRTmodels, the input passenger flow
of all stations in the past T time steps is reshaped as a matrix
in the form of (batch size, T). For CNN model, the input
passenger flow data are reshaped as a 4D tensor in the form
of (batch size, 2, 13, T). T indicates the channel of the image
and (2, 13) indicates the size of the image. For LSTMmodel,
the input passenger flow data are reshaped as a 3D tensor in
the form of (batch size, T, 1).

Figure 8 visualizes the results of model comparisons in
terms of MAPE value. Overall, for both inbound and out-
bound passenger flow predictions, all the models achieve the
best performance on transfer stations but show the worst
performance on terminal stations. In addition, the HSTDL-
net has the lowest MAPE values compared to the other
models, indicating that the proposed model could fully
capture both spatial and temporal dependencies among
passenger flow variables. Tables 5 and 6 further list the
prediction results of all compared models. It can be found
that ARIMA model achieves the lowest prediction accuracy
in terms of the highest RMSE,MAE, andMAPE values for all
the three types of stations. Moreover, for regular stations the

Table 2: Parameter settings in the model construction.

Parameter Description Uniform random search interval Optimal value
Convolutional filter
L *e length of convolution filter (10, 40) 22
(a× b) *e size of convolution filter — (2× 2)

Recurrent component
T *e number of predicted time steps in recurrent block (5, 20) 6
H *e number of hidden units in the cells (64, 128) 128

Optimizer
O *e selected optimizer during model training (Adam, Nadam, RMSprop, and SGD) RMSprop
α *e learning rate (0.001, 0.01) 0.01

Training setting
D *e dropout rate (0.2, 0.4) 0.2
B *e batch size for each training epoch (20, 80) 35
E *e number of training epochs (50, 200) 180

Table 3: Performance of the proposed HSTDL-net for inbound passenger flow.

Total stations Terminal stations Transfer stations Regular stations
RMSE 23.227 32.246 52.794 18.264
MAE 14.172 18.782 25.237 12.167
MAPE (%) 23.6 31.6 16.2 22.1

Table 4: Performance of the proposed HSTDL-net for outbound passenger flow.

Total stations Terminal stations Transfer stations Regular stations
RMSE 26.268 34.368 55.176 20.005
MAE 16.825 21.794 26.301 14.711
MAPE (%) 25.7 33.6 18.2 23.7
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MAPE values of MLP model are both more than 40% for
inbound and outbound passenger flow prediction, respec-
tively. *e compared results indicate that the two simple
models have relatively poor performances in short-term
metro passenger flow prediction. By contrast, the MAPE
values of CNN and LSTM are both less than 40% for regular
stations, which indicates that these two models could better
capture the spatial dependencies or temporal dependencies
among passenger flow variables.

Compared with CNN and LSTMmodels, the MAPE values
of GBRTmodels for regular stations are only 27.4% and 29.0%

for inbound and outbound passenger flow prediction. *e
GBRTmodel can greatly improve the prediction performance
because the integration of numerous regression trees can fully
capture the complex nonlinear relationships among passenger
flow variables. In general, the proposedHSTDL-net achieves the
best prediction performance for all three types of stations. *e
HSTDL-net is the only model with MAPE values less than 35%
for both inbound and outbound passenger flow predictions.
More specifically, for inbound passenger flow prediction, the
MAE values of HSTDL-net on terminal stations have decreased
by 7.17%, 33.92%, 29.57%, 43.42%, and 63.31% for each
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Figure 7: *e spatial distribution of prediction errors for each station.
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compared model (GBRT, CNN, LSTM, MLP, and ARIMA),
respectively.*eMAEvalues ofHSTDL-net on transfer stations
have decreased by 41.43%, 43.87%, 41.40%, 47.27%, and 55.01%
for each compared model, respectively. *e MAE values of
HSTDL-net on regular stations have decreased by 24.32%,
39.23%, 39.15%, 52.34%, and 66.26% for each comparedmodel,
respectively.*e results of comparative analysis indicate that the
proposed HSTDL-net can more effectively and fully discover
both spatial and temporal hidden correlations between stations
for short-term metro passenger flow prediction.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

*e present study investigates the short-term metro pas-
senger flow prediction with the advanced deep learning
technology. A total of three-month trip records are obtained
from the metro line 2 of Nanjing metro system. *e

passenger flow patterns have great diversity across different
types of metro stations, which have led to great difficulties in
short-term passenger flow prediction. In this study, a hybrid
spatiotemporal deep learning neural network (HSTDL-net)
is proposed for predicting both inbound and outbound
passenger flows on three types of stations for every 10
minutes. *e developed HSTDL-net innovatively incorpo-
rates the convolution operation between LSTM cells, which
could capture both spatial and temporal dependencies
among passenger flow variables.

In general, the proposed HSTDL-net achieves greater
prediction performance on suburban stations than on urban
stations. For each metro station type, the model of transfer
stations exhibits the best prediction accuracy and the model
of terminal stations performs the worst. Moreover, a
comparative analysis is conducted to compare the prediction
performance between the proposed HSTDL-net and other
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Figure 8: Visualization of model comparison results.

Table 5: *e comparison of different models (inbound passenger flow).

Model
Terminal stations Transfer stations Regular stations

RMSE MAE MAPE (%) RMSE MAE MAPE (%) RMSE MAE MAPE (%)
HSTDL 32.246 18.782 31.6 52.794 25.237 16.2 18.264 12.167 22.1
GBRT 38.39 20.233 39.9 78.106 43.088 21.1 25.678 16.077 27.4
CNN 61.347 28.421 41.0 89.013 44.962 29.9 37.907 20.022 37.2
LSTM 49.951 26.667 42.6 85.329 43.066 29.7 35.913 19.995 37.5
MLP 63.998 33.195 50.0 98.637 47.86 32.5 50.338 25.531 41.2
ARIMA 77.124 51.186 61.3 125.434 56.093 36.6 60.691 36.057 47.0

Table 6: *e comparison of different models (outbound passenger flow).

Model
Terminal stations Transfer stations Regular stations

RMSE MAE MAPE (%) RMSE MAE MAPE (%) RMSE MAE MAPE (%)
HSTDL 34.368 21.794 33.6 55.176 26.301 18.2 20.005 14.711 23.7
GBRT 39.778 24.563 41.0 81.581 45.176 23.2 27.521 18.077 29.0
CNN 64.037 30.055 43.5 91.401 46.753 31.8 39.956 22.364 39.1
LSTM 51.882 27.418 44.5 88.553 44.977 32.1 37.726 21.022 39.6
MLP 65.037 36.833 53.7 99.441 49.841 35.1 53.071 28.111 43.8
ARIMA 79.998 54.011 64.9 127.112 57.051 38.9 63.339 39.126 49.5
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typical models, such as ARIMA, MLP, CNN, LSTM, and
GBRT. *e results suggest that, for both inbound and
outbound passenger flow predictions, the proposed HSTDL-
net outperforms all the compared models on three types of
stations. More specifically, for inbound passenger flow
prediction, the MAE values of HSTDL-net on terminal
stations have decreased by 7.17%, 33.92%, 29.57%, 43.42%,
and 63.31% for each compared model (GBRT, CNN, LSTM,
MLP, and ARIMA), respectively. *e MAE values of
HSTDL-net on transfer stations have decreased by 41.43%,
43.87%, 41.40%, 47.27%, and 55.01% for each compared
model, respectively. *e MAE values of HSTDL-net on
regular stations have decreased by 24.32%, 39.23%, 39.15%,
52.34%, and 66.26% for each compared model, respectively.

*e results suggest that the proposedHSTDL-net canmore
effectively and fully discover both spatial and temporal hidden
correlations between stations for short-term metro passenger
flow prediction. *e results of short-term passenger flow
prediction could provide insightful suggestions for decision
makers of metro systems. More specifically, the accurate
prediction results can help the metro system authorities to
dynamically modify the operation plans according to the
fluctuation of passenger flow, such as adjusting the headway
and train dispatching schedule to ensure the service quality of
the entire metro system. In addition, with the predicted pas-
senger flow in the next multiple time steps, the passenger
congestion can be identified in advance such that timely crowd
regulation plan and emergency response plan can bemade. For
example, the metro systemmanagement can assign extra trains
and addmore volunteers for relieving the passenger congestion
and improving the service level of metro system.

*is study is the first step towards exploring the short-term
passenger flow prediction with advanced deep learning tech-
nology. Our future work will focus on incorporating other data
sources into short-term metro passenger flow prediction. For
example, the real-time weather information and the land use
pattern surrounding each metro station may show close re-
lationships with the passenger flow pattern. Moreover, the
proposed HSTDL-net has achieved great performance on a
single metro line. However, the model performance on an
entire metro network with multiple metro lines should be
further tested. *e authors recommend future studies that
could focus on these issues.
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